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fraction of the cost). 

It is possible. Example:
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Opower applies strategies from the field of 
behavioural science.  

In particular, the (annonymous) 
comparisson to others.

Shame     Pride

Powerful motivational engines:



…some of the ingredients…
Measurements and real-time 
benchmarking

Breakdown of sustainable 
practices and personalized 
sustainable guide

Creating a sustainable network with 
supply & demand feed-back loops 

Ideally to accelerate:
Economic incentives



Supplier 1
ISO 14006  +1 point

Supplier 2
Cradle to Cradle +1 points

Supplier 3
Shares green patent  +5 points

Energy     +5 points
Water     +2 points
Waste       +5 points

Transport            +1 points
Natural habitat    0 points
Others                +22 points

Client 1
ISO 14001  +1 point
Client 2
Shared transport +1 point
Client 3
0 points

Total:
47 points

Certification:
SURE Silver
Ranking SURE:
Position 63,055

Sub-total
35 points

Internal criteria

External criteria

Sub-total
12 pointsSustainable employees

+2 points

City based in
+1 point

Example:



Total:
42 points

Certificaction:
SURE Bronze
Ranking SURE:
Position 93,055

Supplier 1
ISO 14006  +1 point

Supplier 2
Cradle to Cradle +1 points

Supplier 3
Stops sharing green patent  +0 points

Energy     +5 points
Water     +2 points
Waste       +5 points

Transport            +1 points
Natural habitat    0 points
Others                +22 points

Client 1
ISO 14001  +1 point
Client 2
Shared transport +1 point
Client 3
0 points

Sub-total
35 points

Internal criteria

External criteria

Sub-total
7 pointsSustainable employees

+2 point

City based in
+1 point

Example:



Measure

Benchmark

Help improve



SUSTAINABLE EVALUATION

1.

2.

3.



RANKING



Citizens save in their utility bills and gain 
special discounts by being more sustainable.

Businesses save in their utility bills and gain 
customers by being more sustainable.

Cities are seen as more transparent and 
responsible.

RANKINGS



What SustCity offers

MEASURES
SUSTAINABILITY

BENCHMARKS HELPS IMPROVE

Offers SUSTAINABLE 
reputation and recognition



Autocratic

Comparing sustainable recognition

Manipulable

Expensive

Borring

Collaborative

Reliable and real-time

Economical

Engaging

20th century 21st century



How Google works



How SustCity works



Other profile and reputation platforms

Profiles Reputation



Profiles in SustCity



Integration with smart meters









Sustainability rankings



Profile (citizen)



Profile (city)



Rankings

Citizens: The most sustainable citizens get 
access to special discounts and awards.

Businesses: The most sustainable business are ranked 
higher and get more exposure resulting in more sales.

Cities: Have a tool to give citizens and business a 
voice and showcase their sustainable actions.





Pledge

Wisdom of the
crowds

Documents
and data

Whistleblower

Unannounced
auditing

Voluntary external
auditing

Levels of quality control



Levels of quality control
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Future steps
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City based in
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Screenshots: Selecting sustainable practices



Farmer       Organic flour

SURE! points for:

- no chemical pesticides
- no chemical fertilizer
- no genetically modified seeds 
- biofuel powered tractor

.

.

.     
etc.

Example of how SustCity works

Baker       Organic bread

SURE! points for:

- local ingredients
- energy efficient oven
- Organic flour
- non-toxic wall paint

.

.

.          
etc.

Individual      Green lifestyle

SURE! points for:

- Organic bread
- uses public transportation
- recycles rain water
- clothing from organic cotton 

.

.

.          
etc.

Company       Green product

SURE! points for:

- energy efficient building
- CO2 offset
- ISO 14001 certification
- Green lifestyle employees

.

.

.          
etc.

City       Green Community

SURE! points for:

- energy efficient street lighting
- Green product
- bike lanes
- intelligent parking system

.

.

.       
etc.

SURE! is an open, transparent and scalable certification system that helps spread sustainable 
points between products, companies, organizations, individuals, etc. for their sustainable efforts.  



City

SURE! points for:

The more sustainable the county 
in which the city is located, the 
more SURE! points it will collect.

Example of how SustCity works

Company

SURE! points:

The company choses to place
its facilities in a city with
sustainable features. 
The more sustainable 
the city, the more SURE! points 
get passed to the company.

Individual

SURE! points:

The employee choses to work for
a given company. 
The more sustainable the company,
the more SURE! points the
employee gets.

Baker

SURE! points:

The more sustainable the bakery´s
clients are (be these individuals or 
companies), the more SURE! points
will pass to the bakery.

Farmer      

SURE! points for:

The farmer receives more
SURE! points by selling to the
most sustainable bakeries.

SURE! spreads points, not only in a ´bottom-up´ manner, but also ´top-down´:



Example of how SURE! worksSustCity



Benefits of using SURE! 
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